Fascinating Art Hotels from Around the World

Art has never been more enjoyable, now that you can admire it from the comfort of your luxury hotel.

By Svetlana Nartey

When going abroad one often yearns to assimilate with the cultures, try different cuisines and learn about a country’s history. We go to museums and galleries hoping that they can give us insight into the lives of individuals within these societies and the significant events that shaped their landscape. However, museum trips and wandering through exhibitions can be extremely tiresome, leaving little energy for the remainder of the day. If only exploration could be proximal.
Faena – Miami Beach, USA
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Although the beach is always entrancing, and the turquoise waters lapping white-sand beaches at Faena Hotel Miami Beach are equally enthralling, the unique art scene of this five-star establishment distinguishes it as one of Miami’s most fascinating art hotels. Comprising a non-profit, Faena Art is an organization that commissions, produces and houses a multitiier of cross-disciplinary artistic experiences both in its hotel and worldwide. Founder of the Faena Prize, the brand recognises the bravery and innovation behind artistic experimentation and commends this through celebration. Considered one of the most prestigious art prizes in the America’s Faena-acknowledged artists are of the highest artistic calibre; their works as glorious to behold as the golden beaches on Faena’s doorstep.

An incubator of cultural expression, rooms at Faena re-shape the cultural landscape of Miami beach through art-cohesion similar to that practised at Faena Forum, its Art Centre and Project Room. Accented with gold and presented in a seductively red palette, the suites at Faena not only flaunt the capabilities of interior design but perpetually manifest art through paintings and patterns that pervade in all corners of the space.